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Abst rac t - -A  new method, which is based on the new property of phase-lag, for computing eigen- 
values of Schr/ktinger equations with potentials i developed in this paper. We investigate wo cases. 
(i) The specific case in which the potential V(z) is an even function with respect o x. It is 
assumed, also, that the wavefunctions tend to zero for z -* 4-00. 
(ii) The general case for positive and negative igenvalues and for the well-known cases of the 
Morse potential and of the Woods-Saxon or Optical potential. Numerical and theoretical re- 
sults show that this new method is more efficient compared with previously derived methods. 
Keywords--SchrSdinger equation, Eigenvalue problem, Finite differences, Phase-lag. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the SchrSdinger quation has been the subject of great activity, the aim being to 
achieve a fast and reliable algorithm that generates a numerical solution (see [1-14]). 
The one-dimensional SchrSdinger quation has the form 
y"(x) = IV(x) - E] (1) 
Equations of this type occur very frequently in theoretical physics, for example [15], and there is 
a real need to be able to solve them both efficiently and reliably by numerical methods. In (1), 
E is a real number denoting the energy and V is a given function which denotes the potential. 
We investigate two cases. 
In the first specific case, V(x) is an even function and y(x) --* 0 for x --+ =t=eo. As examples of 
potentials which satisfy these properties, we investigate the potentials presented in Appendix A. 
Fack and Vanden Berghe [4] claim that their method is the most accurate direct finite difference 
method for the numerical solution of the eigenvaiue problem (1). 
In the second case, V(x) is a general function. As examples of potentials, we investigate the 
potentials presented in Appendix B. 
In Section 2, we will develop the basic theory for the phase-lag analysis of the symmetric 
four-step methods. A simple extended Numerov-type method with minimal phase-lag has been 
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constructed in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 the application of the developed method to the 
problem (1) has been presented and extended numerical results based on the potentials V~, Vi~, 
V~ii, V~t,, Vgi, Vgi~, and Vg~i~ have been produced to show the efficiency of the new approach. 
2. PHASE-LAG ANALYS IS  
In recent years, there has been considerable interest in the numerical solution of second-order 
oscillatory initial-value problems (see [6,16-20]) 
y" = f( x, y), y(xo) = Y0, y'(xo) = y~. (2) 
Application of a symmetric four-step method to the scalar test equation y" = -w2y gives the 
following difference equation: 
A(H)yn+2 + BCH)yn+I + C(H)yn + BCH)Yn-1 + A(H)yn-2 = 0, (3) 
where H = wh, h is the step length, and A(H), B(H), and C(H) are polynomials in H, and yn 
is the computed approximation to y(nh), n = O, 1, 2,. . . .  
The characteristic equation associated with (3) is 
P(s) = A(H)s 4 + B(H)s s + C(H)s 2 + B(H)s + A(H) = 0. (4) 
Based on Lambert [20] and on Papakaliatakis and Simos [21], we have the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. (See [20].) A symmetric four-step method with the characteristic equation given 
by (4) is said to have an interval of periodicity [Ho, H1] if for all H E [Ho, HI], all the roots 
si, i = 1 . . . .  ,4 of (4) satisfy 
Sl = e iO(H), 82 = e -is(n), and [si[ _< 1, i = 3,4, (5) 
where 0(H) is a real function of H. 
DEFINITION 2. (See [21].) For any method corresponding to the characteristic equation (4), the 
phase-lag is defined as the leading term in the expansion of 
F(H) = H - 8(H). (6) 
H F(H) = O(Hq), with q max/ma/, we say that the phase-lag order is q. 
The phase-lag theory developed in the paper is valid for the case where w is imaginary as 
well. In that case, we have the exponential error which is equivalent to phase-lag. In the case of 
the exponential error, we will apply the symmetric four-step method to the scalar test equation 
y" = w~y (the solution of which is equal to e:l=H), and the corresponding difference quation and 
characteristic equation will be given again by (3) and (4). The exponential error is defined as 
the leading term in the expansion of F(H) = H - 8(H). If F(H) = O(Hq), with q maximal, 
we say that the exponential error order is q. This property is very useful in the problems which 
have solutions with exponential behaviour. The theory also handles gracefully, problems like the 
eigenvalue problem in which solutions are oscillatory in some regions and exponential in others. 
THEOREM 1. (For the proof see [21].) For all H in the interval of periodicity, the phase-lag of a 
symmetric four-step method with characteristic equation given by (4) is O(H q) if 
2A(H) cos(2H) + 2B(H) cos(H) + C(H) 
H [4A(H) sin(2H) + 2B(H) sin(H)] = O (gq),  (7) 
and we say that the phase-lag of the method is of order q if (7) is valid. 
The formula for the calculation of the exponential error is exactly the same as the formula for 
the calculation of the phase-lag, i.e., the formula (7) but for w imaginary the cos and sin are 
replaced by cosh and sinh. 
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3. DERIVAT ION OF  THE NEW METHOD 
Consider the extended Numerov-type method 
I t  I I  Yn Yn -- ah 2 (Yn+2 4-" 6 " " , = - Yn+l + Yn - 4Yn-t + Yn-2) 
y .+,  - 2y .  + y . -1  = 240 (yL ,  - 24V '+1 - - 24y"_ t  + 
(8) 
where Y~+2 = f(xn+2,Yn+2), Y~+i = f(xn+i,y.+1), Y~ = f(x,~,yn), Y~-i = f (xn - l ,yn - t ) ,  
Y~--2 = f(Xn--2,Yn--2), Vtn = f(Xn'Yn)" 
I t  I I  I I  I t  Applying the Taylor series expansions of Yn+ 2, Yn+ l, yn, Yn-1, Yn-2, Yn+ 2, Yn+I, Yn, Yn-i, and 
Y~-2 in (8), we have the following result for the local truncation error (L.T.E.) of the method (8): 
L.T.E. = 6048--"--6 31y(S) -48888ay(~6)Fn + 0 (hi°),  (9) 
where F = ~I~. 
Applying the new method (8) to the scalar test equation, we have the difference quation (3) 
with the associated characteristic equation (4) where 
I 1 97all ~ 
A(H) = H 2 --~--~ + ~ ] , 
H 2 97all 4 
B(H) = 1 + - 
10 30 ' 
97H 2 97all 4 
C(H) = -2 + ~ + 2"-""-6-- 
(10) 
If we apply the method (8), with characteristic equation given by (4), where A(H), B(H), and 
C(H) are given by (10), to (7) and expanding cos (2H), cos (H), sin (2H), and sin (H) via Taylor 
series, we have the following expression for the phase-lag: 
H6(48888a + 31) HS(l1640a + 1) 
t = 120960 ÷ 345600 ÷O(HI° ) "  (11) 
To have minimal phase-lag we require 
31 
a = 48888' (12) 
and for this a the phase-lag is given by 
67H 8 
t = 362880------6 + O (Hi°). (13) 
The above analysis lead us to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. The method (8) with a ~ven by (12) is a sixth-order method with phase-lag of 
order eight. | 
The result for minimal exponential error is exactly the same as that for minimal phase-lag, 
i.e., formula (13), and the value of parameter a for which we have minimal exponential error is 
exactly the same as that for which we have minimal phase-lag, i.e., formula (12). 
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4. NUMERICAL  ILLUSTRATIONS 
4.1. Computer Implementation 
CASE I. We must note that although the solutions of (1) are defined in the interval ( -co,  +co), 
these solutions are either of even or odd parity, i.e., we have y(x) = =t:y(-x). So, the numerical 
solution of (1) can be restricted to the region [0, +co). Furthermore, it is assumed that the 
wavefunctions satisfy the Dirichlet boundary condition y(x) = 0 at some x = R, the value of R 
being determined numerically. For the numerical integration of (1), the interval [0, R] is divided 
into N parts of length h = R/N,  such that Yo ~ y(O), Yl ~ y(h) , . . . ,  YN "~ y(Nh)  = y(R). It has 
been remarked that superior results often can be obtained by assuming that the wavefunctions 
satisfy the Neumann boundary condition. We use the Dirichlet boundary condition because it 
has been used by Fack et al. [4] (which is the method used for comparison purposes). 
CASE II. For the second case, we have the numerical integration of (1) on the interval I -R,  R]. 
This interval is divided into N parts of length h = 2R/N,  such that Y0 ~ y(0), y+l ~. y (+h) , . . . ,  
Y+N ~ y(:hgh) = y(+R). 
Assuming that y,~ ~. y(nh) and applying (8) to (1), we have the following difference quation 
which applies to both cases: 
h2Vn+2 (194ah2Vn + 1) 
240 Y,+2 -- 
5824h4V~ - 97h2Vn - 240 + 
120 
h2Vn_2 (194ah2Vn + 1) 
97ah4VnVn+l + 3 (h2Vn+l - 10) 
30 Yn+l 
97ah4V, Vn_1 + 3 (h2Vn_l - 10) 
Y" - 30 
+ 
_ _  
240 
97ah 2 (Vn + Vn+l) + 3 
30 Yn+l + 
97ah 2 (Vn + Vn-1) + 3 
30 Y . - I  + 
97 ah 4 E 2 
120 
_h2E [.194ah 2 (Vn + Vn+2) + 1 
Y,-2 [ 240 
97 (124h2v. - 1) 
120 Y" 
1944h 2(Vn + V,-2) + 1 y,_2] 
J 240 
(Yn+2 - 4yn+l + 6yn - 4yn-1 + Yn-2), 
Yn-- 1 
Yn+2 
(14) 
where Vk = V(kh),  k = n + 2,n + 1,n,n - 1,n - 2. 
CASE I. Considering that we have even or odd parity wavefunctions, i.e., y} = =ky_k, it is easy 
to obtain the following discretization of (1): 
( i s )  AY = -h2ECalcBy + h 4 (ECalc) 2 CY,  
with matrices A, B, C which have the following pentadiagonal form: 
(al,1, al,2, al,3) = (SI,1, S1,2, S1,3) , for even parity solutions, 
( 5824h4V°~-. 97h2V° - 240,0, 0) , for odd parity solutions, 
where 
SI,1 -- 
~1,2 = 
S1,3 = 
5824h4Vo 2 - 97h2V0 - 240 
120 
974h4VoV1 + 3(h2V1 - 10) 
15 
h2V2(194ah2Vo + 1) 
120 
(16) 
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b ' f97(12ahaV°-1) 194ah2(V°÷V2)÷l) 
(bl,1,bl,2, 1,3)----~ ~ ,Sb,2, 120 , for even parity solutions, 
( 97 (12ah2V° - 1) ) 
120 ,0,0 , 
where 
71 
for odd parity solutions, (17) 
Sb,2 = 97ah2(V° +VI) + 3 
15 
(97a 97a ~) 
(Cl,1, Cl,2, Cl,3) : 2"0 ' 15 ' 60 } '  
97a 0,0) -~ ,  
for even parity solutions, 
for odd parity solutions, 
(is) 
(19) 
a2,1, a2,2) 
= ( 97ah4VoVl+3(h2Vo - 10) 582ah4V~-97h2Vl_240 
30 ' 120 
=1= h2V1 (194ah2V1240 + 1) ) , (20) 
(a2,s,a2,4) = (_97ah4V1V2 + 3 (h2V2 -10) h2V3 (194ah2V1+ l) ) 
30 ' 240 ' 
(b2 1, b2,2)-- (- 97ah2(V° ÷V1)+3 97(12ah2Vl-1) 2. 194ah2(V1÷ V1)÷I~ 
' \ 30 ' 120 240 / ' 
(b2,3,b2,4) -- ( 
(c2,1, c2,2, c2,3, e2,4) : ( -  
97ah 2 (V1 + V2) + 3 194ah 2(V1 + V3) + 1~ 
30 ' 240 ) ' 
97a 97a 97a 97a 97a~ 
30' 20 +120'  30 '120] '  (22) 
where 
(an,n_2, an,n_l,an,n) = (h2Vn-2 (194ah2Vn ÷ l) Snn_l, 582ah4V~ - 97h2Vn - 240) 
240 ' ' "i2"0 ' 
(an,n+l,an,n+2) = (_97ah4VnVn+l +3(h2Vn+ l - lO) h2Vn+2(194ah2Vn + l) ) 
30 ' 240 ' 
(23) 
Sn,n-1 97ah4VnVn-1 ÷ 3 (h2Vn_1 - 10) 
= - 30  (24)  
( bn,n- 2 , bn,n-1, bn,n )
97ah 2 (Vn + Vn-1) + 3 97 (12ah2Vn - 1) 
30 ' 120 ) ' (25) 
(b.,.+l,b.,.+~) = ( 9÷oh2 (Vo + Vo+I)÷ 3 194oh2 (V. + V.+2)+ 1) 
30 240 ' 
(97a 97a 97a 97a 97a~ 
(c~,.-2,c~,.-1,c~,.,c~,n+l,C~,.+2) = \1 0' 30' 20 ' -  30 '120] '  (26) 
(21) 
with the plus sign for even parity wavefunctions and minus sign for odd parity wave functions. 
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for n = 3(1)N - 2. 
(aN-1,N-3, aN-1,N-2) 
= ( h2VN-3 (194ah2VN-1240 + 1) 
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97ah4VN-1VN-2 T 3 (h2VN_2 - 10) 
30 ) 
(aN-1,N-1, aN-I,N) 
( 582ah4V~_l - 97h2VN_l - 240 
= ' 
97ah4VN_lVN +3 (h2VN - 10) 
30 ) 
(bN-1,N-3, bN-1,N-2) = ( 194ah2(VN-1 + VN-3)+ 1 97ah2(VN-1 + VN-2)+ 3) 
240 ' 30 ' 
f97 (12ah2VN_l- 1) 97ah2(VN-1 + VN) + 3)  (28) 
(bN-1.N-1, bN-1,N) = ~ 120 ' 30 . ' 
(97a 97a 97a 97a  (29) 
(CN-I'N-3'CN-I'N-2'CN-I'N-I'CN-I'N) -'~ ~k120' 30 ' 20 ' 3"0 ] '  
aN,N-2, aN,N-l, aN, N) 
= ( h2VN-2 (194ah2VN240 + 1), SN,N-1, 582ah4V~ - 97h2VN - 240) (3o) 
where 
97ah4VNVN_l + 3 (h2VN_I - 10) 
•N,N-1 = 30 ' (31) 
(bN,N-2, bN,N-1, bN,N) ----( 194ah2(VN+VN-2)+1240 ' 97ah2(VN+VN-1)+330 ' 97(12ah2VN-1))120 , (32) 
(97a 97a 97a) 
(CN'N-2'CN'N-I'CN'N)-'~ 1-26' 30' - -  - ' (33) 
all other matrix elements of A, B, and C are equal to zero and Y = (Yo,Yx,... ,YN-1) T" 
CASE II. For the second case, we have the discretization given by (15). The matrices A, B, C 
have the pentadiagonal form given by (23)-(26) for n = -N(1)N. 
Assuming that the matrix C is nonsingular, the problem (15) is equivalent to the problem 
(hZECatc)21 - h2ECalcC-1By - C - rAy  = 0. (34) 
By introducing the variable W = ECalcY the above equation can be transformed into the 
standard eigenvalue problem 
[o;1  O [w] [w] 
It is easy to see that the matrices A, B, C, and [C:'B C :A]  are not symmetric. Transforming 
L ~ 
the matrtx c ,  B c o A to a Hessenberg form, its eigenvalues can be obtained using, for example, 
the well known QR method. 
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4.2. Numer ica l  Resu l ts  
To test the validity of the proposed new method, we have applied it to the potentials (36)-(39) 
for specific choices of the parameters, for the first case. Based on the work of [5], we have chosen 
the appropriate values of R which are presented in the tables. For the second case, we have 
applied the new method to the potentials (40)-(42). For comparison purposes, we have used 
the extended Numerov method of Fack and Vanden Barghe [4] which is a sixth algebraic order 
method with phase-lag of order six. 
In Table 1, we present he absolute rrors [E calculated - Eexact I for the energy values En,  n = 
1, . . . ,  4 for the potential (36) with A = q, = 0, using the new method developed in Section 3 and 
the extended Numerov method of [4], for various choices of step size h = R /N .  
Table I. Comparison of absolute errors [E calculated - Eexact[ for the potential (36) 
with A = q = 0, produced by the extended Numerov method of Fack and Vanden 
Berghe {4] and the present method for various choices of step sizes. R = 10 (see [5]). 
Absolute Errors 
Exact Eigenvalues En h Extended Numerov Method (Fack et al. (1987)) Present Method 
0.1 3.410 -9 4.710 - l °  
1 0.2 2.110 -7 5.410 -9 
0.4 1.410 -5 1.310 -6 
0.1 3.010 -8 2.410 - l °  
3 0.2 1.910 -6 4.710 -8 
0.4 1.210 -4 1.210 -5 
0.1 1.410 -7 4.110 -1° 
5 0.2 8.810 -6 2.310 -7 
0.4 5.610 -4 5.610 -5 
0.1 4.310 -7 3.010 -9 
7 0.2 2.810 -5 7.910 -7 
0.4 1.810 -3 1.910 -4 
Table 2. Comparison of absolute errors [E calculated - -  Eexact[ for the potential (36) 
with A - q = 0.1, produced by the extended Numerov method of Fack and Vanden 
Berghe [4] and the present method for various choices of step sizes. R = 10 (see [5]). 
We assume as exact eigenvalues the eigenvalues obtained using the extended Numerov 
method of Fack and Vanden Berghe [4], with R = 10 and h -~ 0.05 presented in the 
paper of Fack and Vanden Berghe [4]. 
Absolute Errors 
Exact Eigenvalues En h Extended Numerov Method (See [4].) Present Method 
0.1 3.910 -9 8.010 -ll 
1.043173713 0.2 2.510 -z 7.010 -9 
0.4 4.010 -4 1.610 -s 
0.1 3.210 -8 1.610 -9 
3.120081863 0.2 2.210 -6 5.610 -8 
0.4 1.410 -4 1.410 -5 
0.1 1.510 -7 1.610 -9 
5.181094783 0.2 9.910 -6 2.710 -7 
0.4 6.310 -4 6.610 -5 
0.1 4.810 -7 4.510 -9 
7.231009973 0.2 3.110 -s 9.010 -7 
0.4 1.910 -3 2.210 -4 
33~10-D 
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"liable 3. Comparison of absolute rrors [E calculated - ~act [  for the potential (36) 
for various choices of ,~ and % produced by the extended Numerov method of Fack 
and Vanden Berghe [4] (which is presented as [a]) and the present method (which 
is presented as [b]). R --- 10 (see [5]) and h = R /N  = 0.1. ( '1) Exact eigenvalues 
obtained using the extended Numerov method of Fack and Vanden Berghe [4] with 
R --- 10 and h = 0.05 and presented in the paper of Fack and Vanden Berghe [4]. 
Absolute Errors 
A(j=t=) -y Exact Eigenvalues Is] [b] 
--0.42(1+) 0.1 
-o.67+o.1 3VZ~.o~(2+) o.1 
-0.46(1-) 0.1 
-0.73 -{- 0.1~(2- )  0.1 
10 10 
i00 0.I 
0.8* 1.410 -9 4.610 -11 
2.3 + 3V~,05" 6.810 -8 3.710 - I °  
2.4* 1.410 -s  1.010 -1° 
3.7 + 4v/4-~9.09 * 2.310 -7 1.610 -9 
1.580022327 .I 3.910 -8 3.010 -9 
3.879036830 .1 4.110 -8 6.310 - Io 
5.832767530 .I 1.910 -7 1.210 -8 
7.903154152 .I 4.810 -7 4.610 -9 
9.97617831* 3.110 -5 2.210 -7 
29.78117575* 2.710 -4 1.910 -6 
49.29262358* 1.210 -3 1.310 -5 
68.51286108* 3.610 -3 5.910 -5 
87.44423367* 8.510 -3 2.110 -4 
(*) Exact eigenvalues presented in the paper of Fack and Vanden Berghe [5]. 
Figure 4. Comparison of absolute rrors [E calculated - Eexac¢[ for the potential (37) 
for various choices of ~, produced by the extended Numerov method of Fack and 
Vanden Berghe [4] (which is presented as [a]) and the present method (which is 
presented as [b]). R = 4 (see [5]) and h = R/N = 0.04. The exact eigenvalues are 
presented in the paper of Fack and Vanden Berghe [4]. 
Absolute Errors 
Parity Exact Eigenvalues [a] [b] 
11 even -8  2.310 -s  6.310 - l °  
0 4.710 -8 3.510 - l °  
8 2.810 -7 1.910 -9 
13 odd -11.313708500 3.310 -8 5.610 -1° 
0 1.610 -T 1.410 -9 
11,313708500 7.510 -7 7.310 -9 
15 even --15.077508510 4.710 -8 2,310 -9 
-3.559316943 1.410 -7 1.610 -9 
3.559316943 3.410 -7 5.810 -9 
15.077508510 1.810 -6 1.410 -s  
17 odd -19.158416010 6.310 -8 4.010 -9 
-5.740652916 2.810 -7 1,710 -1° 
5.740652916 9.510 -7 1.010 -8 
19.158416010 3.810 -6 3.010 -8 
In  Tab le  2, we present  the  abso lu te  er rors  IE  calculated - Eexact I for the  energy  va lues  En,n  = 
1, . . .  ,4  for the  potent ia l  (36) w i th  A = 7 = 0.1, us ing  the  new method deve loped in Sect ion  3 
and  the  extended Numerov  method of [4], for var ious  choices of  s tep  size h = R /N .  
I n  Tab le  3, we present  the  abso lu te  er rors  [E calculated - Eex~ct[ for the  energy  va lues  E for the  
potent ia l  (36) and  for var ious  choices of A and  7, us ing  the  new method deve loped in Sect ion  3 
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Figure 5. Comparison of absolute errors I Ecalculated - EeXact I for the potential (38) 
for various choices of m and n, produced by the extended Numerov method of Fack 
and Vanden Berghe [4] (which is presented as [a]) and the present method (which is 
presented as [b]). The values of R and h = R /N  are presented in the second column. 
For the exact eigenvalues see [7]. 
Absolute Errors 
n ro R(h)  Exact Eigenvalues [a] [b] 
1 1 2.48(0.0248) -2  1.310 -1° 9.110 -11 
0 4.610 -1° 1.310 -11 
2 1 2.48(0.0248) -2(1 + v~) 6.210 -1° 3.110 -11 
-4 1.110 -9 4.310 -12 
2(v~-  I) 2.310 -9 1.510 -1°  
1 10 1.32(0.0132) - I I  6.610 -9 6.410 - I °  
9 8.510 -8 9.510 -1°  
2 10 1.32(0.0132) -2(1 -{- ~/~)  1.810 -8 1.110 -9 
-4  2.410 -7 3.910 -9 
2( lv f i -~-  1) 2.310 -T 3.310 -s  
Figure 6. Comparison of absolute errors [E calculated - E exact ] for the potential (39) 
for various choices of ro and n, produced by the extended Nuroerov method of Fack 
and Vanden Berghe [4] (which is presented as [a]) and the present method (which is 
presented as [b]) h = 0.04. For the exact eigenvalues see [4]. 
Absolute Errors 
A ~ u Exact Eigenvalues* [a] [b] 
-2 -2 1 -1.000000000 3.110 -9 2.010 -l° 
-0.154110710 5.510 -9 5.510 -l° 
3.629826493 1.410 -s 6.810 -l° 
8.007557628 4.910 -s 3.010 -9 
0 0 1 1.144802454 4.610 -l° 1.010 -I° 
4.338598711 2.210 -9 1.410 -11 
9.073084560 1.910 -s 1.010 -9 
14.935169629 9.510 -8 6.710 -9 
-2 2 1 1.000000000 5.510 -l° 9.810 -11 
4.373001059 4.410 -9 4.010 -11 
9.743633328 2.910 -8 5.010 -9 
16.261907108 1.410 -v  7.610 -9 
2 2 I 1.979161211 5.010 -1°  1.010 -1°  
6.721981419 6.210 -9 1.010 - l °  
12.826015977 4.510 -8 2.110 -9 
19.980995414 2.110 -z  1.210 -8  
2 0 1 1.697207963 5.010 - I °  9.910 -11 
5.685021128 3.110 -9 8.010 -11 
10.836459154 2.410 -8 1.610 -9 
17.025645748 1.210 -7 6.410 -9 
75 
(which is presented as the method [hi) and the extended Numerov method of Fack and Vanden 
Berghe [4] (which is presented as the method [s]). R = 10 and h = 0.1. By (j+), we present 
the jth even eigenvalue, while by (j-), we present the jth odd eigenvalue. 
In Table 4, we present the absolute errors IE calculated - Eexact I for the energy values E for the 
potential (37), and for various choices of/~ using the new method developed in Section 3 (which 
is presented as the method [hi) and the extended Numerov method of [4] (which is presented as 
the method [a]). R = 4 and h = 0.04. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of absolute errors [E  calculated - Eexact[ in 10 -6 units for 
the potential (40) produced by the extended Numerov method of Fack and Vanden 
Berghe [4] and the present method for h = 0.1. R=10 (see [14]). For the exact 
eigenvalues see [14]. 
Exact Eigenvalues Extended NumerovMethod [4] Present Method 
Eo~ 9.6369616 30 0 
E5=92.095051 8683 669 
EIO = 149.25945 36443 3781 
Eta = 181.1317 36042 5598 
Figure 8. Comparison of absolute errors [E calculated - Eexact[ in 10 -6 units for 
the potential (41) produced by the extended Numerov method of Fack and Vanden 
Berghe [4] and the present method for h = 0.1. R=10 (see [8]). For the exact 
eigenvalues see [22]. 
Exact Eigenvalues Extended Numerov Method [4] Present Method 
Eo= -178.79853835 30 2 
E4= -110.80857207 4921 351 
E8= -59.006564758 25360 2386 
E12 = -23.392516401 42261 4721 
El6 = -3.9664270051 19281 5172 
Figure 9. Comparison of absolute errors [E calculated - Eexact I in 10 -9 units for 
the potential (42) produced by the extended Numerov method of Fack and Vanden 
Berghe~ [4] and the present method for h -- 1/8. R=15 (see [8]). For the exact 
eigenvalues see [22]. 
Exact Eigenvalues Extended NumerovMethod [4] Present Method 
Eo= -49.457788728 0 0 
E4= -41.232607772 8315 81 
E9=-22.588602257 737060 22768 
El3 = -3.9082324808 5155180 261348 
In Table 5, we present the absolute errors [E calculated - EeXaCt[ for the energy values E for 
the potential  (38) and for various choices of n and m, using the new method developed in 
Section 3 (which is presented as the method [b]) and the extended Numerov method of [4] (which 
is presented as the method [a]). In the table as input, we present the appropriate values of R 
and h = R /N .  
In Table 6, we present the absolute errors [E calculated - Eexact I for the energy values E for 
the potential  (39) and for various choices of A, #, and y using the new method developed in 
Section 3 (which is presented as the method [b]) and the extended Numerov method of [4] (which 
is presented as the method [a]). R = 4.0 and h = 0.04. 
In Table 7, we present he absolute errors [E calculated - Eexact I for the energy values E for the 
potential  (40) using the new method developed in Section 3 (which is presented as the method [b]) 
and the extended Numerov method of [4] (which is presented as the method [a]). R = 10.0 and 
h=O.1.  
In Table 8, we present he absolute errors IE calculated - Eexact[ for the energy values E for the 
potential  (41) using the new method developed in Section 3 (which is presented as the method [b]) 
and the extended Numerov method of [4] (which is presented as the method [a]). R = 10.0 and 
h=O.1.  
In Table 9, we present he absolute errors IE calculated - Eexact I for the energy values E for the 
potential  (42) using the new method developed in Section 3 (which is presented as the method [b]) 
and the extended Numerov method of [4] (which is presented as the method [a]). R -- 15.0 and 
h -- 0.125. 
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From the above mentioned results, it is easy to see that the new method is much more accurate 
compared with the extended Numerov method of Fack and Vanden Berghe [4]. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper a new method for the numerical solution of some specific SchrSdinger equations 
is developed. This method is based on the minimization of the phase-lag. The numerical results 
indicate that the new method is much more accurate than the extended Numerov method of Fack 
and Vanden Berghe [4] for a variety of potentials. 
APPENDIX  A 
We present here some potentials of the first specific case, which are well known in several areas 
of physics. 
(i) The one-dimensional nharmonic oscillator potential 
v , (z )  = z z + - -  
(ii) The symmetric double-well potential 
Ax ~ 
1 + 7x 2" 
V~(x) = x 6 - /3x  2,/3 parameter. 
(iii) The Razavy potential 
V., (x)  = 1 m2 (cosh(4x)  - 1) - m(n + 1) cosh(2x)n, m parameters. 
(iv) The doubly anharmonic oscillator which is given by the formula 
Viv(X) = Ax 2 + #x 4 + ux 6, u > O, A, #, u parameters. 
(36) 
(37)  
(3s) 
(39) 
APPENDIX  B 
We present he following potentials of the second specific case, which are well known in several 
areas of physics. 
(i) The very well-known Morse Potential [22]: 
Vg~(x) = D [1 - exp(-aX)]  2, (40) 
where X = x - Xe, Xe = 1.9975, a = 0.711248, and D = 188.4355. 
(ii) Another well-known Morse Potential [22]: 
Vgii(x) = Dt ( t  - 2), t -- exp(aX), (41) 
where X = Xe - x, Xe = 1.9975, a = 0.711248, and D = 188.4355. 
(iii) The very well-known Woods-Saxon Potential [22]: 
Uo u0t (42) 
Vg~(x) -- 1 + t ao(1 -F t) 2' 
where t = exp(x - Xe/ao),  Uo = -50, Xe = 7, and ao = 0.6. 
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